Arts education (in French “éducation artistique et culturelle” - EAC), from a student standpoint, is often viewed as learning through experience, a concept inspired by John Dewey. It purports to open up the imaginations of students, to contribute to their training, in addition to the sense-related experience itself. From a societal perspective, UNESCO points to the ability of EAC to increase society’s creative capacity and to develop social cohesion, cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue.

FROM SENSORY EXPERIENCE TO SOCIAL WELL-BEING?

The history of EAC in France sits at the intersection of the fields of education and culture, and involves various actors and organizations, from local to national authorities:

- The late 1960s saw the beginning of a phase of experimentation, stemming from the will to open schools up to artists, and to reach out to cultural activities outside schools, for instance with adjusted schedule classes (CHAM – “classes à horaires aménagés”), founded in 1974.
- The 1980s brought in formalization (institutional innovation), with the 1983 agreement between the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Culture, and the 1988 bill on teaching artistic activities. This bill included the introduction of art majors in high schools (drama, cinema, dance) and cultural classes (heritage classes, art classes).
- The 1990s were marked by the development of local EAC policies, and new schemes (such as “Lycéens au cinéma” – high school students at the movies) open to a broader student population, which promoted school- and region-based partnerships.
- The 2000s stood for the generalization of EAC, with the Lang-Tasca strategy, further schemes and the creation of the High Council of artistic and cultural education (“Haut Conseil de l’éducation artistique et culturelle”).
- The 2010s were spent on the consolidation of the policy, and the “EAC pathway” was institutionalized in the school reform bill of 2013, with the aim to coordinate education and activities throughout students’ academic careers, from 3 to 18 years old, both within and outside school. The target has been set for arts education to reach 100% of students by 2022.

A FRENCH PUBLIC POLICY BETWEEN EDUCATION AND CULTURE

Arts education (in French “éducation artistique et culturelle” - EAC), from a student standpoint, is often viewed as learning through experience, a concept inspired by John Dewey. It purports to open up the imaginations of students, to contribute to their training, in addition to the sense-related experience itself. From a societal perspective, UNESCO points to the ability of EAC to increase society’s creative capacity and to develop social cohesion, cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue.

According to Anne Bamford, […] EAC refers to “the different activities aiming to pass a cultural legacy on to young people, and to allow them to understand and create their own artistic expression.” […] A double tension, inherent to EAC, therefore plays out […] between inclusion in school curricula and creation of spaces of freedom and expression on the one hand, and between education in the arts and education through the arts on the other.” (Bordeaux, 2016)
Different artistic practices are diversely present and structured within schools, and as such are more or less dependent on academic norms and expectations. Some fields are structured into academic subjects, such as music or visual arts, whereas other artistic fields are present in schools, integrated into the academic teaching, without being considered as separate school subjects as such: literature and drama in the French curriculum, dance in the P.E. curriculum, and the history of arts has been a cross-cutting subject since 2008. Some cultural activities, which fit into the curriculum while taking place outside the classroom, namely through partnerships or remedial programs, lead to reflect on the professionality of teachers and guest speakers (e.g. artists). Lastly, “leisure” activities can be further removed from the school context (museum workshops during free time or cultural “junior clubs” run by youths themselves).

ARTISTIC PRACTICES DIVERSELY STRUCTURED AS ACADEMIC SUBJECTS

Thus, EAC fits perfectly into two trends within the French education system [...]. The first is the search for curricula more closely related to social “reference practices”, reflected in the development of thematic instruction through “introductions to”... to civil duty, to sexuality, to the media or to sustainable development. The second is the tendency to delegate to extra-curricular programs some of the issues which the institution is unable to resolve within its ordinary perimeter, such as school dropout, violent behavior, the integration of migrant or disabled populations. (Barrère & Montoya, 2019)

ARTS EDUCATION, A SOLUTION TO MAJOR LEARNING DIFFICULTIES?

EAC is sometimes viewed as a restorative solution addressing major learning difficulties, particularly through artistic projects. It therefore offers an “instructional detour”, aiming to teach academic knowledge or methods using artistic subjects, for the purpose of transposing them into a traditional academic context (Bonnéry & Renard, 2013). Yet the gain for students is not systematic: in order for the “pedagogy of detour” to work, it must be designed in didactic terms, and the targeted transposition, the intellectual artificulations and underlying academic contents must be made explicit. Such a process is a necessary step towards ensuring that all students are able to interpret art pieces and activities in a way which might be academically profitable.

The academic benefit of introducing culture into schools then suffers from the fracture between “thematic culture” and “academic subjects” [...]. Indeed, children are tasked with operating on their own the transposition from theme to subject. For children from working-class homes who are ill-prepared through familial socialization [...] to interpret various life experiences from an academic standpoint [...], such a transposition remains difficult. (Netter, 2018)
AN AMBIGUOUS RELATION TO STUDENTS’ TASTES

To what extent does the curriculum of EAC adapt to its recipients? Repertoires and works pertaining to “youth culture” are increasingly being included in EAC, for instance in music classes and visual or film education programs. Yet their aim is fundamentally other, as the point is to operate a shift in students from an “ordinary” or ethical consideration of these cultural productions to an intellectual and aesthetic analysis, the latter holding a more legitimate status.

PARTNERSHIPS, AN OPENING OR AN EXTENSION OF SCHOOLS?

EAC is in line with the development of partnership programs aiming to tackle new educational issues, in a more case-based and localized manner. Such programs are the result of strong institutional policies, yet also attract artistic and cultural structures or actors towards partnerships with schools. Nine out of ten middle schools and three out of four elementary schools are concerned by such partnerships, a proportion which is higher still when schools are large and/or in urban areas. Almost 100% of “priority education network”-labelled middle schools have at least one EAC-related partnership. Such a term covers a large array of activities, whether occasional or regular, ranging from field trips to cultural institutions to inviting artists into the classroom. Thus, partnerships are also ground for potential conflict: is it all about re-creating school in the outside world, or on the contrary about inviting other perspectives and approaches into the classroom?

ARE GUEST SPEAKERS AND ARTISTS OUTSIDE THE SCHOOL FRAMEWORK?

The nature of partnerships can vary, ranging from all-inclusive packages, entirely delegated to the non-academic partner, to long-term collaborations. Who of the teacher and the speaker is in charge of content, and holds epistemic authority? Who is in charge of discipline? Which rules apply, those of the school or those of the cultural institution? The example of the field trip to the museum is a case in point: the outing can be more or less related to school curricula (to knowledge) or on the contrary to the museum’s collections (to objects). Although art educators often reject academic norms, the latter remain nevertheless the reference point and are often imitated, for instance by adopting the lecture or discussion form. Artistic institutions aim to familiarize children with ways of thinking and seeing, and with a spectator’s stance, which can be either similar or dissimilar the student stance which schools require. Artists speaking and working in schools epitomizes opposing views among teachers and artists, some considering that a fundamental divergence exists between educators and outside actors, while others see a certain continuity.

ARE GUEST SPEAKERS AND ARTISTS OUTSIDE THE SCHOOL FRAMEWORK?

Middle school headteachers often report receiving requests for outside partnerships, whether in the fields of culture, art or “civic duty” (sustainable development, health, etc.). Many of these requests come from non-profit organizations, which these educational initiatives as an opportunity to expand their activity. (Baluteau, 2017)

Training programs both for schools and for cultural institutions

- EAC is now integrated into elementary school teachers’ basic training,
- Advanced training is offered by local delegations in charge of arts and culture (DAAC - “délégations académiques aux arts et à la culture”), and training for teacher trainers is offered by the EAC resources department (PREAMC - “pole ressources pour l’EAC”),
- Training for artists in the classroom: university degrees from the training center for musicians in schools (operating for 30 years, all over the country), and degrees for artists working in schools (since 2010, in Paris only),
- For mediators and art educators, specific training programs to organize school visits to cultural institutions.

The National Higher Institute for Artistic and Cultural Education (INSEAC, “Institut national supérieur de l’éducation artistique et culturelle”) is set to open in September 2021 in Guingamp. This action was initiated by the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Culture and the Ministry of Higher Education and Research, with the aim to structure training and research in the field of artistic and cultural education at the national level.
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